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Everyone has the invitation to come. And if a person does not come, If a person

doe/not come. Ms-i4a-that he has sinned in. rejecting Christ. This is

greater than ... but that to say that w1- all will accept the offer... I do not think

that warranted in the Scripture. There will be a time when the whole world w.4-

is coming to Christ. When righteousness covers the water.., and sea,

think that it is implying that ... will be rich.., this will not ( fit here.., this

will fit ... because ... it does require a great fulfillment. The complete fulfillment

of God's purpose and ... which affects notl- only the nature art- but also

of course, you can take this in a spiritual way.., you can take it spiritually, btt--

o or you can explain it away spiritually, but to all that accept.., yet it seems to

m that it is getting away from the idea of surrounding the- includes as well as

the mankind. . surrounding ... so that the chapter starts with the marvellous promise

of salvation, marvellous er, and ends / up with the assurance that those

whom God has destined for salvation ... will be saved.. . and work shall

not be-- return in void. They are goin g to be saved, and then )(there . is an allusion

to the exile, but the specific promise for We future that there would be blessings

in nature.., change inth- the world condition.., which will come to pass as a

result of this marvellous offer of th- salvation, and the work-of Christ will

and so the line ends... Yes? Q) I think that t least there is a figure in this

sense as an illustration, but it does not mean that all that is Iinvolved is that

thorn being replaced by the myrtle tree. There is much more involved, in that.

But that is one as an illustration of the whole... Now to take that as an. Illustration

of the whole ... Now to take that purely as ... here. The Owe- trees are clapping

their hands, but now to take that purely as ... they jrbreak forth fer-ey- with joy.
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